INT. LITTLE GIRLS BEDROOM – AFTERNOON
(Julie, Jenny, Jessica)

THREE YOUNG GIRLS, JULIE, JENNY, AND JESSICA, ARE SITTING AT A TABLE PLAYING WITH DOLLS. CLOSE UP ON ALL THE DOLLS.

Announcer (V.O.)

Stacey, Kira, Ashley, Nina, black Kira, and Z.
Together their S.K.A.N.K.Z! S.K.A.N.K.Z are the hot new dolls for modern girls that are sweeping the nation. Which one of the S.K.A.N.K.Z are you?

JULIE TURNS TO THE CAMERA.

JULIE

I'm like Stacey and Kira cause their two super hot twins with a wicked sense of fashion. Plus they don't mind sharing, if you know what I mean.

CAMERA PANS TO JENNY.

JENNY

On the one hand I'm like Ashley, cause she's gotta size zero waist and these awesome blonde highlights. On the other hand I'm like black Kira cause she's from the streets and has a ghetto booty.

JENNY SMILES AND TURNS HER BACKSIDE TOWARDS THE CAMERA. CAMERA PANS TO JESSICA.

JESSICA

Well I guess that makes me Nina, cause she's got a low self esteem and lets men treat her anyway they want.
ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

What about Z?

THE GIRLS GIGGLE.

JENNY

No one plays with Z, (WHISPER) she's the one with a good personality that only dresses this way to conform with her peers. Besides she's only here to make the other dolls look better by contrast.

ANNOUNCER (V.O.)

Each doll comes with her own unique outfit and accessory.

JULIE

Wow, Ashley comes with tongue ring and breakaway thong! Nina has a poodle and a cool tribal tattoo on her lower back.

CLOSE UP OF NINA'S TATTOO SHOWS THAT ITS AN UPSIDEDOWN ARROW.

JENNY

Look, Stacey has removable eyebrows and these cool sweatpants with the words doggy style on the back. And black Kira comes with... a baby?

JESSICA PUSHES A TOY SUV, FILLED WITH MALE DOLLS, NEXT TO THE DOLLS.

JESSICA

Which on of you hotties wanna ride?
JENNY MAKES HER DOLLS FACE EACH OTHER.

JENNY

He's cute, I bet he's got a great ass.

JULIE

Maybe he can pay my bills.

ANOUNCER (V.O.)
